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((

It may seem that

I have been describing the
College of Utopia.
Let it be so:
but

if it is the ideal)

it is the pattern from which
we should build. ))

Henry Merritt Wriston
The Nature of a Libeml College
Lawrence College Press

1937
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Annual Report

2 Liberal Education, Lawrence, and the Liberal Arts
What constitutes the liberal arts? What do we mean by
liberal education? And where does Lawrence stand in the
debates now raging about these ideals? President Richard
Warch shares his views in this, his ninth, annual message to
Lawrence's alumni and friends.
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LIBERAL EDUCATION,
LAWRENCE,
AND THE LIBERAL ARTS

T

WO YEARS AGO, one of the members of the graduating class reflected with
me on his intellectual odyssey at the college by noting that he had come a long
way from the confusions of his freshman year. "When I came to Lawrence,'' he
said, "I really had no idea what the liberal arts were. I just thought that there would
be a lot of Democrats here.'' He made this wry confession in good humor, of course,
but his remark has a deeper import. The liberal arts are not widely or well
understood.
At the same time, the liberal arts are a hot topic these days. What some have
styled "the attack of the Killer Bs" (referring to the arguments of Bennett, Bloom,
and Bellow) have, if nothing else, raised public consciousness about liberal education and have stimulated debate about its nature and purposes.
Indeed, for every institution that receives publicity for modifying its presumed
commitments to liberal education, there is a greater number of colleges and universities making headlines by rediscovering the liberal arts, as it were, and promoting
their new-found fealty to them. I have been impressed by the many examples I have
found recently in the educational press about new core courses in the liberal arts,
most of which seem to be striving to capture something of the spirit and substance
of Freshman Studies at Lawrence.
The liberal arts are not only experiencing something of a resurgence within the
academy, but also have been enjoying good press within and from the corporate
community as well. A new study entitled "Liberal Education and Corporate
America,'' issued last spring, stressed the value of the liberal arts for careers in
business, and management guru Peter Drucker has made the same point. "Management of necessity is based on, and applied to, all the liberal arts,'' he contended,
"all the humanities, and all the social sciences."
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Indeed, liberal education and the liberal arts
are becoming almost ubiquitous and are widely
invoked by proponents of a range of educational enhancements and improvements. An
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation publication in 1981
that argued for greater technological and scientific study in American higher education made
the case by calling for "The New Liberal Arts."
And a recent case statement by The Christian A.
Johnson Endeavor Foundation proposed reform
of American secondary education under the
title "Liberal Education: A Concept for
American High Schools.''
.
It all sounds most encouraging. And for an
institution that proudly styles itself a liberal arts
college, these several developments and all of
this publicity constitute grist for our mill.
Lawrence has, after all, been a liberal arts college since the middle of the last century and so
might reasonably take pride in finding its longstanding commitments in vogue. And given the
fact that these approbations of liberal education
follow a period 10 years ago when vocational
education was the rage and the liberal ans
demeaned, we may be excused if there is an element of "we told you so" in our present
posture.
Nonetheless, this focus on the liberal arts is
not without its ambiguities. Even the proponents of the liberal arts do not always mean
the same thing when they invoke the term, a
condition that has been with us for decades.
The absence of ' 'clear-cut notions of what a
liberal education is and how it is to be secured,"
the president of Cornell University noted at the
beginning of the century, is " a paralysis affecting every college of arts in America." And the
lack of consensus on interpretations of the
liberal arts college, cited by the American Council on Education in 1921, is still with us today.
Some scholars have simply asserted that liberal
education is "that kind of education which a
liberal arts college program provides,' ' a selfcontained definition that does little to advance
our understanding.
In the midst of all of this present attention to
the issue, then, it is still worth asking just what
constitutes the liberal arts and just what we
mean by liberal education. Are the liberal arts a
set of texts and disciplines to be taught and
learned or a mode of teaching and learning? Is
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liberal education the same as general education
or something else? What is the relationship of
the liberal arts to the study of the West, to what
used to be called classical education, to socalled vocational subjects?
In asking these questions, we do well to
recognize that confusions about the liberal arts
abound. In many cases, people use the term
liberal arts loosely to refer to the subject-matter
of the humanities (and not, in this case, to the
subject-matter of the sciences). In others, the
liberal arts are identified with fields and disciplines that seem to have no immediate "practical" applicability (and that are, therefore,
" irrelevant" in the workaday world). In still
others, the liberal arts are perceived as acquainting us with "culture" and providing us with
· 'ornamental'' knowledge that makes us more
"interesting" or "well-rounded" men and
women (and thus suitable almost exclusively for
a privileged elite who can "afford" to seek
these attributes). And finally, the liberal arts are
frequently viewed as producing a kind of
amateur generalist (who is, by definition, not a
professional specialist) with a jack-of-all-trades
intellect (which is, by implication, master of
none).
Each of these generalizations about the liberal
arts is incomplete and flawed. At the same time,
any attempt to sort out the various attitudes and
to arrive at an unequivocal definition of the
liberal. arts is likely to be frustrated. Indeed, the
very phrase "the liberal arts" is misleading in
that it suggests a universal agreement that simply does not exist. That is not to say that the
liberal arts are what any person or institution
chooses them to be, but rather that by their very
nature they will assume different shapes and
meanings in different times and settings.
h e liberal arts-and the ideal of liberal
education-are ancient and venerable ideas.
They trace their origins to antiquity and their
formulations to the world's great thinkers. In
his excellent book Orators & Philosophers: A
History of the Idea ofLiberal Education, Bruce
A. Kimball-who teaches in the Graduate
School of Education at the University of
Rochester-offers an intellectual history of the
liberal arts and shows the enduring as well as
shifting import of the idea over time.

expression of liberal education through the
An annual report affords neither the space
Middle Ages, the Renaissance and Reformation,
nor the occasion to offer an adequate synopsis
the Age of Reason, and into the Modem World.
of that history, but as we stand in that tradition,
Adapted to and shaped by the perspectives of
we ought at least appreciate some of its broad
Christianity, scholasticism, humanism, and the
contours. In essence, the term "liberal" as it
Enlightenment, and enriched by new scholar·
pertains to education and to the liberal arts
comes to us from the Latin liberalis. As Kimball
ship and learning, liberal education changed
and expanded even as its broad purposes re·
notes, that word was applied in adjectival form
mained constant. Whether its ideal was Plato's
in many related ways over the centuries: disci·
philosopher king, Cicero's virtuous citizen,
plinae liberates, studia liberalia, doctrinae
Erasmus's Christian knight, Thomas Elyot's
liberales, litterae liberales, and, most frequent·
public-spirited gentleman, the pbilosopbes'
ly and lastingly, artes liberales. These terms
applied not only to a kind of education, but
enlightened individual, or Harvard president
Lowell's well·rounded man, liberal education
implied also the purposes of that education. For
the Romans, Iibera lis denoted ''of or related to
had as its aims the search for truth, the develop·
free men," and it is in this sense that the idea
ment of the intellect, and the discipline and
was connected to education in Rome. And
liberation of the mind of the free person for the
although the term is
purposes of civic
leadership and
Latin, this concept
was also valued and
public service.
practiced in fifth·
Whatever else liberal
century Athens,
education may have
"Thus I think that no one
where the effort to
been in its many
ought to be numbered
educate free citizens
iterations, it has con·
among the orators who is
was first articulated
sistently avoided
not polished in all those arts
and enacted.
what we would to·
If liberal educa·
day call narrow and
that are proper for a
tion began, then, as
economically·cen·
free citizen."
an education fitting
tered vocationalism.
Cicero
free men, it devel·
Perhaps the most
oped over time to a
significant and
more prescribed
powerful modifica·
definition. While
tion in the liberal
there is some dispute
ideal occurred in the
about the date and origins of the formulation of
eighteenth century. The emergence of the so·
the seven liberal arts-ascribed variously to
called New Science and of the New Philosophy
Varro and Cicero in the first century B.C.that came in its wake constituted an intellectual
Kimball asserts that it is probably true that the
sea change of extraordinary proportions. The
disciplines that made them up were known to
writings of Locke and Rousseau exemplify the
and invented by the Greeks. And while the
new perspective, with their stress on liberty and
number of the liberal arts varied from writer to
freedom and with accompanying emphases on
writer, there came to be general assent to the
intellect and rationality. Skepticism, a tolerance
number seven, the so-called trivium and
for new ideas, egalitarianism, free will, and
quadrivium. The first consisted of the
individualism completed-according to
language arts-rhetoric, dialectic, and
Kimball-the contours of this liberal-free ideal
grammar-and the second of the mathematical
and its quest for truth. Doubt and the search for
arts-arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and
certainty date back to Plato, to be sure, but the
music.
new focus on rationality and on experimental
Emerging from the classical world-and, as
science gave liberal education in this period
important, remaining rooted in that world-the
(and ever since) a radically different cast.
seven liberal arts became the foundation for and
There are, then, two great strands in the
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Liberal arts tradition, the one focusing on the
appropriate disciplines to study in order to train
and expand the mind , the other on the personal
and intellectual attributes possessed by and to
be nurtured in the student. To simplify matters,
we might argue that one centers on content, the
other on process. The first may be found in
Matthew Arnold's proposition that liberal
education involved teaching "the best which
has been thought and said in the world ." The
second may be located in the arguments of
Arnold's critic, Aldous Huxley, who asserted
that liberal education should be grounded on
' 'an unhesitating faith that the free employ'ment
of reason , in accordance with scientific
method , is the sole method of reaching truth ."
For the most part , these two elements of
liberal education have been restricted to a fairly
select elite: those who had the leisure to pursue
these studies, who possessed the training and
intellect they demanded, and who were to
assume positions of leadership in their social
order. In the United States, however, liberal
education has been democratized. Its aim , in
the words of Lawrence President Henry Merritt
Wriston , was to develop an aristocracy of intellectualism that would be " of a character
wholly in harmony with both the theory and
practice of democracy.'' This notion was
echoed in 1965 by Leo Strauss (one of Allan
Bloom's mentors), who argued that , in the
United States, " democracy in a word is meant to
be an aristocracy which has broadened into a
universal aristocracy,'' even as it has-Strauss
acknowledged and complained-deteriorated
to a mass democracy.
The effort to meld intellectual elitism and
social egalitarianism has been one of the triumphant attempts-if not unqualified successesof the American liberal arts college. In fact, just
as the American colonial colleges copied the
curriculum of the English and European universities, so too the colleges established in the West
in the nineteenth century largely replicated the
course of study of the older eastern institutions.
Here our own history and traditions illustrate the point. While Amos Lawrence had
missionary as well as educational goals for the
institution-he wanted the college " to improve
the moral and religious character of the present
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and future settlers in the region ... as well as to
afford them an opportunity of literary education" -he dearly had a liberal arts college in
mind . When he wrote that he intended the college to be ''an Oxford or Cambridge that shall
be the glory of Wisconsin," and to be modeled
after New England colleges, he indicated that
liberal education was his aim. And the choice of
Goethe's "Light! More Light!" for the university's seal reflected the fact that the Enlightenment tradition-albeit with Christian overtones-held sway in the minds of our Methodist
founders. These intentions and values obtained,
we should remember, in the pre-Civil War
wilderness of frontier Wisconsin where there
was hardly an elite leisure class upon which to
draw.
Although the college itself was the smallest
unit of Lawrence in the nineteenth centurystudents in the preparatory, academical, and
commercial departments outnumbered their
collegiate counterparts by as much as three to
one-the college and the classical collegiate
curriculum were the most important parts of
the institution. Indeed, in the catalog of
1851-52 , the trustees affirmed their confidence
"in their expectation of establishing permanently, for the liberal education of both
sexes, an Institution which shall be worthy of
the patronage of the intelligent and enterprising
people of the west .'' Offering both the bachelor
of art~? and bachelor of science degree, the college required two (then three) years of Latin and
two (then one) of Greek for admission to the
B.A. program; candidates for the B.S. degree
(and , later, for the bachelor of literature) needed
only Latin. Students in degree programs continued Latin while at the college.
The early course of study at Lawrence was
scant and varied , but it revealed its debt to the
old trivium and quadrivium. In addition to
Greek and Latin, it included grammar, rhetoric,
logic (dialectic), arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music, as well as extensions and
branches of these liberal arts: philosophy,
religion , Hebrew, physics, civil engineering
(sporadically), chemistry, calculus, various
courses in biology, French , German , English ,
history, economics, sociology, and political
economy. Depending on the individual 's degree
program-bachelor of arts (the classical

course), bachelor of science (the scientific
course), or the short-lived bachelor of literature
(a watered-down version of the first)-a student
took different combinations of these offerings.
But as far as the college's liberal arts emphasis
is concerned, the classical course prevailed and
is the central progenitor of the college curriculum today.
Few of these courses were what we would
style "practical," although the existence of and
arguments for civil engineering clearly revealed
this bent, and most courses in the commercial
department (such as bookkeeping, business
forms, commercial arithmetic, and the like)
filled this need. Nonetheless, even for the college, the record here is not pure. During the
tenure of President
Samuel Plantz, the
college offered
courses in practical
subjects (insurance,
business law, commerce, business administration, and
others), but the
graduation requirements in force consisted exclusively of
liberal arts courses.
The term liberal
arts first appeared
officially in the
forty-second annual
catalog, published in 1892, when ''The College
of Liberal Arts'' was offered as the organizing
entity for the Ancient Classical, Philosophical,
and Scientific programs. The 1901 charter
reflected this change by stating the college's
purposes as providing a plan of study "sufficiently extensive to afford instruction in the
liberal arts and sciences and to develop the
scholar." Still, it was not until the presidency of
Wriston that the liberal arts and liberal education became the governing principles of
Lawrence. Indeed, that Wriston chose to call his
book The Nature of a Liberal College reflects
the great significance he attached to the concept. That concept governs us to this day.
Wriston's spirited and sustained promotion of
liberal education at Lawrence was distinctive,

but it was also in keeping with a broader and
national rejuvenation of the liberal arts. In addition to Wriston, and taking a different approach
from his, were the two major figures in this
movement: Robert Maynard Hutchins at The
University of Chicago and Alexander Meiklejohn at Amherst College and the University of
Wisconsin.
Hutchins, who has been called one of the
"radical conservatives for liberal education," is
best known for his prescribed Great Books
course; in addition, Hutchins argued forcefully
for education to focus on what he called "the
intellectual virtues." ''An intellect properly
disciplined," he wrote, "an intellect properly
habituated, is an intellect able to operate well in
all fields. An education that consists of the
cultivation of the
intellectual virtues,
therefore, is the
most useful education, whether the
student is destined
for a life of contemplation or a life
of action.''
Meiklejohn made
a similar case. He
promoted liberal
education as the process of "making
minds'' and the
liberal college as
"fundamentally a
place of the mind, a time for thinking, an
opportunity for knowing.'' He stressed the
classics, he said, in order "to cultivate, in the
min$ of teachers and pupils, the processes of
critical intelligence.''
The interesting aspect of the legacy of these
liberal arts advocates is the meshing of the two
strands of the tradition: the classics and the
classical curriculum of the liberal arts, and the
liberation and development of the intellect.
These two ideas are not the same, of course, and
can be bound together only to the extent that
one affirms that the first serves the second and
that it alone can so serve. Put in somewhat
sharper terms-and this point relates to the
source and center of many of the present tensions of and controversies regarding liberal
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education (about which more later)-the issue
may be phrased as two contrasting questions:
Should or must liberal education be tied to the
liberal arts as informed by the classical curriculum of the Western tradition? And conversely, can liberal education be defined and enacted
apart from that curriculum and tradition?
To insist-as did Hutchins and Meiklejohnthat liberal education is a unity and that the
classics are at its center (Meiklejohn even went
so far as to call for a ''gospel'' of liberal education) posits the fll"St approach: liberal education
and the traditional liberal arts are one. That
view, of course, places limits on the course of
study at the liberal arts college. Today, only St.
John's College in Annapolis holds that position
and promulgates a required classical curriculum
to back it up.
Wriston had a somewhat different view, one
that placed more value on the process of liberal
learning than on its content and that gave a prominent role to the practice (as well as the study)
of the fine arts. Indeed, he emphasized that
"liberal learning cannot be defined in terms of
a standardized body of subject matter." Rather,
Wriston argued, the values of liberal learning
''arise out of familiarity with basic disciplines,''
and he went on to define discipline not as an
academic field of study (like chemistry, for
example) but as "the essential mode of thought
in a field of study, the inherently characteristic
mental method of attacking that kind of
problem.''
His point was to enable the mind to be active,
engaged, expanding. Above all, here as elsewhere, he placed prime emphasis on the experience of liberal learning-hence his interest in
art and music-because of the inherent values
and enduring influences of that experience. He
believed that liberal education was a process
that facilitated "the transition from education
in the sense of schooling to education in its
larger and sounder connotation. If one has
some mastery of the basic disciplines, he is in a
position to attack a new field independently, as
an adult should do."
Wriston's position , as he allowed, made "the
curriculum less important than it appears under
other definitions of liberal education.'' Even so,
the curriculum remained important as an
expression of liberal education at Lawrence and
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was to become more so under Nathan Pusey
with the introduction of Freshman Studies.
Indeed, we should see Freshman Studies then
and now as something of a compensation for
Wriston's ideas in that its Great Books orientation restored elements of the classical liberal
arts curriculum to the forefront of the college
experience.
In assessing the liberal arts and liberal education at Lawrence today, we find that the college
lives with the tensions between the two strands
of the tradition. Such a position may be, as
Bruce Kimball would have it, an accommodation of sorts, but it strikes me as a reasoned and
reasonable one. On the one hand, we define
liberal education in terms of certain subject
areas and disciplines, the modern equivalents of
the seven liberal arts. It is in this light that we
can appreciate the assertion of Lawrence Professor Daniel Taylor that the litmus test for a
liberal arts college is whether or not it offers
classics. Freshman Studies fits into this side of
the equation as well, as it were, by providing a
core course focusing on central works in the
Western tradition as an introduction to and
expression of the liberal arts.
On the other hand, the college continues to
promote a Wristonian vision through its general
education requirements. Though we have
changed the terms somewhat from his version
ofthe .requisite disciplines, we do seek to instill
in students a "familiarity with the principal
academic disciplines and with the modes of
thought and expression appropriate to each.''
Under the rubrics of Language and Civilization
and Logic and Observation, Lawrence's general
education requirements see to it that students
are exposed to works of creative imagination,
the importance and function of language, the
scientific methods of observation and experimentation, and the analytical approach of
mathematics. These liberal learning disciplines
are tied to the academic disciplines, to be sure,
but they also transcend them, as Wriston suggested they should. Furthermore, this latter
commitment makes room for new modes of
inquiry, new strategies of teaching and learning,
and contemporary problems worth acknowledging and addressing.
Liberal education and the liberal arts are

and reflections on great ideas and texts from the
Western tradition, but it does not end there.
We have also maintained a strong commitment to the process of liberal education and
take seriously-and act on-the claims in the
course catalog that ''open and free inquiry, a
devotion to excellence, the development of
character, the mastery of competencies, the
ability to think critically, the excitement and
rewards of learning-these are the aims and
Bloom are the central figures-to assert the
principles of a liberal arts education." We
primacy of the liberal arts as they have been
believe too that "liberal education promotes
identified with and reflective of the Western
diversity, skepticism, and debate. It views the
tradition over and against the proponents of
world as changing, not f'txed . It asks not only
liberal education, many of whom are hospitable
what but why. It insists that we make judgments
to and devotees of new perspectives and subject
rather than have opinions, that we treat ideas
areas. It is, if you will , a dispute between the
seriously, not casually, that we be committed
defenders of content and the advocates of proinstead of indifcess. The debate is
ferent." Finally,
not always couched
Lawrence today
in these terms and
challenges those
the battle lines are
who view what we
not always clearly
"Of course, the only serious
do as "impractical"
drawn (or are drawn
solution
[to
the
problem
of
by asserting the opon other grounds,
higher education] is the one
posite and true case:
usually alleged to be
that is almost universally
that "liberal educaideological and
tion is vocational. It
political), but the
rejected: the good old
prepares us to
respective turfs are
Great Books approach."
assume positions of
assaulted and deAllan
Bloom
leadership and
fended no less
responsibility as
vigorously for that.
wage-earners and
Lawrence, obvicitizens.''
ously, is not apart
from the fray. And
tempting though it may be for a president to say
so, I would not claim that we are immune from
These principles and intentions constitute
criticism by virtue of having occupied some
Lawrence's present fidelity to long-held values.
But do they mean that we are above reproach,
rarefied educational high ground. But I would
that there are no areas in which we might seek
say some of that. I would say that our
to do better? Hardly. There are three areas in
course of study is respectful of liberal arts content, in Freshman Studies and in the departwhich I believe we should strive for improvement. The first is one that I raise by way of cauments of the college and conservatory. Bloom
tion rather than as a signal of present danger,
and Bennett should have no quarrel with us on
that score. We have no faddish courses, no cavand it involves the broad purposes of our
ing in to simple-minded utilitarianism. We have
educational mission. The Greeks knew, and we
should know, that the critical measurement of
undertaken thoughtful initiatives to branch out
into new areas of study-in international
liberal education is that it leads the individual
studies, biomedical ethics, and gender studies,
toward further study and toward the quest for
to name but three-without chasing after every
truth. Which is to say that the liberal arts can be
illiberal if they are taught as means to an end, as
intellectual fashion that comes down the pike. A
merely preparations for careers.
Lawrence education begins with the scrutiny of

compatible and coherent educational ideals,
then , even if they are not identical concepts.
Lawrence adheres to each , though its primary
fealty is to the process of liberal education. This
circumstance may help shed some light on the
debates now raging about these ideals. Much of
the current controversy about these issues can
be attributed, in the main, to the efforts by
so me critics-and William Bennett and Allan
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In this sense, a course in business administra·
tion is not necessarily at odds with the ideals of
liberal education if treated primarily as a way to
promote the process of intellectual develop·
ment , if it leads to further and deeper questioning and analysis, if it seeks some higher good
and truth. By the same token, a liberal arts subject taught as if the student were to become its
practitioner is so at odds. If the purpose of, say,
chemistry is merely to train chemists, then
chemistry has succumbed to vocationalism and
is no different-as far as the liberal arts college
is concerned-from a course in paralegal
studies. For Lawrence, the study of cheniistry
should lead the student toward those processes
and intellectual attributes of liberal learning
that the college espouses.
This is, admittedly, a difficult matter, and is
made more so by the professionalization of the
disciplines, the proliferation of sub-disciplines,
and the quest for specialization. Liberal educa·
tion is not achieved , to return again to Wriston's
argument , simply by having certain subject
areas in the curriculum. Liberal education is
most likely to be achieved by a liberal arts curriculum , to be sure, because those disciplines
have a strong fidelity to the traditions of liberal
learning. But that circumstance must be constantly reexamined and those values reaffirmed.
For when the disciplines themselves become
reified , when their own internal agendas take
over, then the aims of liberal education are compromised and even abandoned. We must guard
against that possibility.
The second area relates to something already
present at Lawrence, but that might well
become more prominent, namely, the goal of
synthesis and integration. Numerous proponents of liberal education have argued that
these principles ought to enjoy a central place
in a liberal college. At Lawrence, they do, but
they could be extended. Our interdisciplinary
areas afford students the opportunity to seek
and appreciate the connections among
disciplines, to realize, for instance, that issues
that have a scientific nature (e.g, in vitro fertilization) are also matters of ethical and social
import. Our program in biomedical ethics accomplishes that sort of synthesis, but we would
do well to extend that search for connections to
the disciplines themselves, none of which is a

10
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self-contained entity unrelated to others. Here
we might consider ways to formulate a senior
studies program in which this sort of comprehension and comprehensiveness would be
the chief goal.
Third, and finally, Lawrence must become
more self-consciously hospitable to new areas
of scholarship and of intellectual inquiry. Our
newly-initiated program in gender studies
moves us in this direction, as do our initiatives
in laser physics and in the introduction of
workstations in theoretical physics, but we
need to be open to other opportunities as well.
Liberal education is not only defined by a fixed
body of knowledge, by a set canon of subjects
and texts, but is also a dynamic process of in·
quiry. It should retain the old while incor·
porating the new. And so we must be attentive
to new sorts of inquiries-relating, for example,
to the experiences of women and minorities, of
Third World peoples, and of non·Western
cultures-including those out of favor with
Bloom and Bennett. As long as Lawrence
grounds its version of liberal education in
Freshman Studies and the appropriate aims of
the liberal arts and science disciplines, it ought
not fear the consequences of a more expansive
hospitality to innovative methodological
approaches.

An of which is to say that liberal education,
Lawrence, and the liberal arts have been,
remain, and should continue to be a powerful
triumvirate. Our traditions are squarely and
firmly in these venerable traditions, we have in
Wriston one of the great spokespersons for the
nature and values of liberal learning, and our
present purposes fulfill this mission with excel·
lence. We are likely to stagnate and falter only
to the extent that we reify what we have been
and done and fail to seek to expand and
improve our performance.
Lawrence is capable and equipped, in the last
analysis, to have the best of both worlds, to be
a learning community that is and will be an exemplar of both sides of our traditions. That
ambition ought not seem excessive, but merely
the logical extension of what we have been,
what we now stand for, and what we hope and
intend to become-a liberal arrs college of integrity, imagination, and initiative that will be

both faithful to its past and fit for its future.
Liberal education and the liberal arts are, today,
timely. lawrence should celebrate the
resurgence of interest in liberal education,
should point with pride to the efficacy of that
education as exemplified in the post-graduate
trajectories of its alumni, and should be pleased
that the critics have sharpened our ability to
understand and articulate our mission with
greater clarity.
But liberal education and the liberal arts are
also, for this college, timeless. In the last
analysis, we should stand firmly and squarely

for liberal education and the liberal arts not
because those values are currently in vogue, but
because they ace essentially right-right for
Lawrence, right for our students, right for our
democratic society and the coming centuryand because they are fundamentally ours, by
tradition, by conviction, and by present performance. We have held those values, we believe in
those values, and we promote those values.
Because we do, because we will, Lawrence is
and will remain a signficant, strong, and
strengthening college. 0
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Financial Statement
1987-88

THE THREE PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL statements• of the university

for the 1987-88 fiscal year appear on the following pages. They
disclose several important aspects of Lawrence's fiscal condition:
• The combined assets of the university increased 58,546,170 during
the past year, largely due to the enhanced market value of the endowment . Including some net additions to the endowment corpus, the
change in the total assets resulted in an 11.3 percent increase in the

endowment last year.
• Exclusive of the endowment fund, the total assets of the university
increased SI,672,135 last year.
• The cumulated unrestricted contingency fund, which Lawrence has
been building since 1981-82, now stands again at S601,850, or approxim.ately 3 percent of the current year's unrestricted expenditures excluding auxiliary expenditures.
• The S729,642 increase in current funds-as shown on the "Statement of Current Fund Revenues, Expenditures, and Other Changes''consists of an increase in unrestricted funds at year-end of Sl,850 and a
net increase in restricted funds at year-end of S727,792.

Lawrence Current Fund Expenditures

Lawrence Current Fund Revenues

$23,388,369

$23,388,369

l1.1 29,851
5%

S609,7SO
3%

Auxiliuy Em~rpriM:s
1 3,421,66 5

lnSiilulional Suppor!
l :S,906. 100

Auxili:u-y Em~ rpriM:s
l :S.397,279

,,,

S4 ,777,590

Glfuand Gnmts
12,589,40 5

Malm~nanc~

of Plam

l2 ,478 ,800

• A copy of the annual certified financial report is av;illable for
inspectio n at the university's business office or can be obtained
by writing to Michael 0. Stewart, vice president for business
affairs, Lawrence University, Appleton, Wl.sconsin 54912.
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Balance Sheet
Year ended June 30

Assets

1988

Current Funds
Cash
Short.term investments
Student and other receivables, less reserve for
uncollectibles of SlS,OlO in 1988 and $76,330 in 1987

330,399
1,808,452
148,609
2,784,565
247,385
165,044

Due from other funds

Inventories
Prepaid expenses
Deferred expenditures
Other assets

Total
Revolving Loan Funds
Cash
Student and faculty loans, less reserve for uncollectible
loans of $258,000 in 1988 and $254,000 in 1987
Due from other funds

Tow

1987

593,432
4,097,617
162,732

218,625

248,441
117,239
109,265
157,844

5,703,079

5,486,570

107,147

95,002

2,078,230
91,126

2,091,370
20,602

2,276,503

2,206,974

67,185,421
241,160
354,102
8,042

60,326,297
261,424
319,080
7,889

67,788,725

60,914,690

2,525,703

2,433,676

2,525,703

2,433,676

1,413,621
2,478,395
43,726,285

867,082
2,507,056
42,950,093

47,618,301

46,324,231

Endowment Funds

Investments-pooled
Investments-not pooled
Invested in campus and buildings
Interest receivable

Tow
Annuity and Living Trust Funds

Investments

Tow
Plant and Equipment Funds
Future projects
Retirement of indebtedness
Campus, buildings, and equipment

Tow

14
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Year ended June 30
1988
1987

Liabilities and Fund Balances
Current Funds
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred income and deposits

1,554,344
464,015

1,515,751
437,176
288,392

1,035,751
601,850
2,047,119

1,325,924
600,000
1,319,327

5,703,079

5,486,570

1,833,279
443,224

1,756,375
450,559

2,Z76,503

2,2o6,974

1,706,706
2,401,498
63,399,730
280,791

1,554 ,940
47,220
59,009,944
302,586

67,788,725

60,914,690

589,574
236,837
1,699,292

487,845
250,266
1,695.565

2,525,703

2,433,676

1,413,621
2,478,395
43,726,285

867,082
2,507,056
42,950,093

47,618,301

46,324,231

Due to other funds

Current funds equity:
Unrestricted-allocated
Unrestricted-unallocated
Restricted

Total
Revolving Loan Funds
U.S. government funds
University funds

Total
Endowment Funds

Funds pooled with endowment funds
Due to other funds

Endowed funds-pooled
Endowed funds-not pooled

Total

Annuity and Living Trust Funds

Annuities payable
Due to other funds
Annuity and living trust funds
Total

Plant and Equipment Funds
Future projects
Retirement of indebtedness
Campus, buildings, and equipment

Total
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Statement of Current Fund Revenues,
Expenditures, and Other Changes
Year ended June 30, 1988
Unrestricted
Restricted

Tot21

Revenues
11,207,504

Thition and fees
Government grants
Endowment income

Gifts and grants
Other sources
Auxiliary enterprises
Total revenues

Expenditures and Mandatory lransfers
Educational and general:
Instruction

478,482
1,678,472
608,826

92,768
609,750
1,273,481
774,680
154,727

11,300,272
609,750
1,751,963
2,453,152
763,553

13 ,973,284
3,288,338

2,905,406
108,941

16,878,690
3,397,279

17,261,622

3,014,347

20,275,969

4,768,967

1,483,759
575,778
430,485
105,098
189,890
259,347
1,787,973

6,252 ,726
575,778
956,003
1,129,851
3,906,100
2,478,800
31,226
3,805 ,167

14,303,321
820,252

4,832,330
8,951

19,135,651
829,203

15,123,573

4,841,281

19,964,854

3,309,844
2,880

108,941

3,418,785
2,880

Research

Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance of plant
Debt service
Student aid
Mandatory transfers-principal and interest
Total educational and general
Auxiliary enterprises:
Expenditures
Mandatory transfers-principal and interest

525,518
1,024,753
3,716,210
2,219,453
31,226
2,017,194

Total auxiliary enterprises

3,312,724

108,941

3,421,665

Total a:penditures

18,436,297

4,950,222

23,386,519

Other Transfers-Additions (Deductions)
Unrestricted gifts transferred
Transfers (to) from endowment funds

lhlnsfer for debt service reserve requirement
Transfer (to) from future projects
Endowment gains under total investment
return concept
Endowment gains appropriated
Excess of restricted receipts (expenditures) over
transfers (to) from revenue
Current funds expended (allocated) for
commitments and contingencies
Thlnsfers (to) from plant and equipment funds

Net increase (decrease) for the year
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222,265
(15,628)
(183 ,594)
627,130
270,032

(29,675)

192,590
(15,628)
(183,594)

1,353,207
582 ,668

1,980,337
852,700

757,467

757,467

290,172
(33 ,852)
1,850

290,172
(33,852)
727,792

729,642

Year ended June 30, 1987
Unrestricted
Restricted
9,881,914

Total

530,135
1,918,640
591,435

26,169
462,203
862,434
1,160,696
215,967

9,908,083
462,203
1,392,569
3,079,336
807,402

12,922,124
3,000,774

2,727,469
167,473

15,649,593
3,168,247

15,922,898

2,894,942

18,817,840

4,479,641
66,398
478,412
967,819
3,327,546
2,005,940
30,281
1,406,009

1,285,002
204,127
391,706
51,167
152,896
11,542
1,594,849

5,764,643
270,525
870,118
1,018,986
3,480,442
2,017,482
30,281
3,000,858

12,762,046
136,184

3,691,289
571,132

16,453.335
707,316

12,898,230

4,262,421

17,160,651

2 ,900,867
149,412

167,473

3,068,340
149,412

3.050,279

167,473

3,217,752

15,948,509

4,429,894

20,378,403

(570,869)
(2 ,035)
(15,562)
148,643
650,175
26,608

(8,829)
(190,703)
1,474,604
60,348
(237,117)

(346,075)
159,726
25,000

(570 ,869)
(10,864)
(15,562)
(42,060)
2,124,779
86,956
(237,117)
(346,075)
159,726

(436,649)

(411,649)
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Statement of Changes in Fund Balances

Current Funds
Unrestricted
Restricted
Revenues and Other Additions
Unrestricted current fund revenue
Restricted government grants
Restricted gifts and grants
Investment income

Revolving
Loan Funds

17,261,622
548,655
1,609,743
1,386,996

Interest on loans receivable
Capitalization of expenditures for campus,
buildings, and equipment
Retirement of indebtedness
Net realized gain on investments
Increase in unrealized gains on investments
Other

1bta1

50,000
2,002
9,334
70,135

226,420

593

17,261,622

3,771,814

132,064

14,303,321
3,309,844

4,832,330
108,941

Expenditures and Other Deductions

Educational and general expenditures
Auxiliary enterprises expenditures

Teaching service and other cancellations

5,771
3,750
55,564

Administrative, interest, and other costs
Reserve for uncollectible loans
Payments to beneficiaries
Expended for plant facilities
Debt service expenditures
Equipment retired
Amortization of bond issue costs
Increase in annuities payable
Total

Transfers Among Funds-Additions (Deductions)
Mandatory:
Principal and interest
Debt service reserve requirement
Transfers to/from endowment funds
'Ihmsfers to/from future projects
Endowment gains under total investment
return concept
Endowment gains appropriated
Current funds allocated for commitments
and contingencies
Transfers to/from plant and equipment funds

(823 ,132)
(15,628)
222,265
(183,594)
627,130
270,032

4,941,271

65,085

(8 ,951)
(29,675)

2,550

1,353,207
582 ,668

290,172
(33,852)
353,393

1,897,249

2,550

Net increase (decrease) for the year
Fund balances, beginning

1,850
600,000

727,792
1,319,327

69,529
2,206,974

Fund balances, ending

601,850

2,047,119

2,276,503

Total
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Plant and Eguil!ment Funds
Endowment
Funds

1,180,016
56,399

Annuity
and Living
Trust Funds

78,000
158,246

Future

Retirement of

Projects

Indebtedness

111,528
46,902

Campus,
Buildings,
4 Equipment

67,521
47,430
174,698
621,628
135,228

1,302,472
4,857,281

13,074

1,651
1,301

7,396,168

249,320

161,382

174,698

871,807

5,461
138,403
43,876
1,006,641
174,650
44,429
101,729
245,593

43,876

1,051,070

174,650

832,083
15,628
(195,140)
183,594
(1,980,337)
(852,700)
33,852
(3,028,177)

183,594

847,711
(28,661)
2,507,056

4,367,991
59,312,530

3,727
1,695,565

301,100
867,082

63,680,521

1,699,292

1,168,182

2,478,395

33,852
731,009
29,973,101
30,704,110
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Fund Raising
1987-88

EARLY IN THE I987-88 FISCAL YEAR, prospects for repeating the
previous year's fund-raising successes seemed modest at best: Lawrence
Ahead reached its remarkable conclusion just as the new fiscal year

began, removing a significant source of donor interest . In addition,
under the new tax law, donors would not receive as large a tax savings
for their contributions as they had in the past. And if these two factors
Were not enough, the bottom fell out of the stock market just as the

campaign for annual giving was launched. Under the circumstances, it
seerrled unlikely that 1987-88 would extend the college's string of
successive banner years.
After the last dollar was counted and the last donor thanked,
however, 1987-88 stood out as another exceptionally strong year.
Overall, the year yielded Lawrence's second-best fund-raising results
ever-$6.6 million in contributions from private sources. This amount
was only 7 percent less than the prior year's S7.1 million record and
bettered by almost a third the next-highest year, 1984-85, when
S5.1 million was received.
This strong showing in dollars received was acco mpanied by another
substantial increase in the number of donors and the achievement of a
record in alumni participation in the annual fund-which now stands at
57 percent. Last year marked the eighth consecutive year in which both
the number of alumni donors and the alumni donor participation rate
increased. Among mo re than 3 ,000 colleges and universities in the
country, no more than 15 can claim such a high proportion of alumni
participation in annual giving. If history is any guide, Lawrence's place
on that short list will continue to improve.
The amounts contributed by individual donors (alumni, parents, and
friends alike) was off 1986-87's pace. And less was received from
bequests. But an exceptional showing from foundations more than
made up for that diminution. In fact, support from foundations,
including seven gifts of $100,000 or more, almost tripled the prior
year's results and set a new record for foundation support of
S2.02 million.
While 1987-88 was not Lawrence's best year ever for fund-raising
results, it certainly extended the gains made during the period of
Lawrence Ahead and provided a solid foundation for continued growth
in voluntary support of the college. That the results occurred in an

economic and tax climate that was less than favorable for charitable
contributions is strong testimony to the loyalty and foresight of
Lawrence's alumni and many friends.
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Scholarly and Creative Achievements of the Faculty
1987-88

BOOKS, SHORT STORIES, POETRY

Peter Gllck, assistant professor of
psychology
-, DeMorest, }.A., and Hotze, C.A., "Keeping your distance: Group membership, per·
sonal space, and requests for small favors."
journal of Applied Social Psychology 18,
no. 4 (1988):315·330.
-, Zion, C. and Nelson, C. "What mediates
sex discrimination in hieing decisions?" jour·

Paul M. Cohen, assisunt professor of
history

Piety and Politics: Catholic Revival and the
Generation of 1905·14 in France. Garland,
1987.
Hugo Martincz-Scrros, associate professor
of Spanish

nal of Persona/tty and Social Psychology

The last Laugh and Other Stories. Arte
Publico Press, University of HoustOJl, .1988.

55, no. 2 (1988).
Bertrand Goldgar, professor of English and
John N. Bergstrom Professor of Humanities
"Swift and the Later Fielding." The H>arhook
of Engltsh Studies: Pope, Swift, and Their
Circle Special Number, 18 (1988):93·107.

Thomas Naps, associate director of computer services and assistant professor of
mathematics

Thomas Naps

- and Bhagat Singh. Program Design with
Pascal: Principles, Algorithms, and Data
Structures. West Publishing, 1988.
Daniel Taylor, professor of classics
(ed.) The History of Linguistics in the
Classical Period. John Benjamins, 1988.

ARTICLES, ESSAYS, MONOGRAPHS
William A. Chaney, George McKendree
Steele Professor of History
"Eric the Red." WOrld Book Encyclopedia

(1987 edition) 6:269·270.
Allen Gimbel, assistant professor of music
"Elgar's Prize Song: Quotation and Allusion
in the Second Symphony." 19th Century
Music. University of California Press,
fonhcoming.
Merton Finkler, associate professor of
economics
"State Rate Setting Revisited." Health Affairs,
Winter 1987.
Peter Frltzell, professor of English
''The Conflicts of Ecological Conscience.''
In Companion to A Sand County Almanac,
edited by}. Baird Callicott. Madison: Univer·
sity of Wisconsin Press, 1987, pp. 128·153.

Bertrand Goldgar

Steven Jotdhelm, associate professor of
music
"Meeting the Challenges of Tone Production
and Thning on the Saxophone.'' Wisconsin
School Musician, February 1988.
Lawrence D. Longley, associate professor of
government
''Panisan Gerrymandering.'' International

Newsletter of the Comparative Representa·
tion and Electoral Systems Study Group.
International Political Science Association 2,
no. 1 (Fall 1987):28·29.
"Smothering FM with Commission Kind·
ness." FMedla 1, no. 10 (October 1987):7·8
and 1, no. 11 (November 1987):4·5.
- and Pierce, Neal R. "The Electoral College
Should be Abolished.'' America's Elections.
St. Paul: Grttnhaven Press, 1988.
"The Court l'ries Out the Waters of Partisan
Gerrymandering But Chooses Not to lake a
Swim-For Now." The Wisconsin Political
Scientist 2, no. 2 (Spring 1988).
- and ~tz, Richard S., eds. International
Bibliography on Electoral Systems. Com·
parative Representation and Electoral Systems
Study Group, lntematio02l Political Science
Association, 1988.

Merton Finkler
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''The Politics and Processes of Electoral
Reform in Great Britain and the United
States." Parliamentary Affairs: A journal of
Comparative Politics :X:X:XXI, no. 4 (Fall
1988).
"Abolish the Electoral College." Tbe New
Federalist Papers. Washington, D.C.: University Press of America, 1988.
"The American Electoral College." Tbe Encyclopedia of American Political Parties and
Elections. New York: Garland Publishing,
1988.
john Palmquist, associate professor of
geology
''Archean and Proterozoic TectonicsNonhero Michigan: a speculative synthesis,"
34th anniversary, Institute on Lake
Superior GeoloK)':87-89.

-, Branstrator, O.K., and Huber-Villegas, M.
"The Impact of Zooplankton Grazing on
Phytoplankton Along a 'ftophic Gradient.''
In Functional and Structural Properties of
Large Laltes, edited by M.M. Tilzcr, Madison,
Wis.: Science Tech Publishers, 1988.
Thomas Ryckman, assistant professor of
psychology
"The MilUm Theory of Names and the
Problems of Negative Existentials and NonReferring Names.'' In Phl/osopblcal Analysis:
A Defense by Example, edited by D. Austin,
pp. 241-249.
Anne j. Schutte, professor of history

Bruce Pourciau, associate professor of
mathematics
''Global lnvertibility of Nonsmooth Mappings." journal of Mathematical Analysis
and Applications 131, no. I (April
1988):170-179.
StCW211: Purkey, assistant professor of
education
- and Rutter, Robert A. "High school
teaching: teacher practices and beliefs in
urban and suburban public schools," Educational Polley I, no. 3 (1987):375-393.
Bradford Renee, associate professor of
biology
-, Ostenso, E.A., and Mueller, L.L. "The
effect of age at mating on the rate of egglaying in the cricket, Teleogryllus commodus." Entomologia Experimentalis et
Appllcata 44 (1987):145-149.
-, Lisy, M.T., Garves, B.R., and Quin1an, BJ.
''The role of ocelli in circadian singing
rhythms of crickets." Physiological EntomoloK)' 13, no. 2 (1988):201-212.

john M. Stanley

Dennis Ribbens, associate professor, library,
and university librarian
"The Making of A Sand County Alamanac"
and "An Introduction to the 1947 Foreword
to Great Possessions." In Companion to A
Sand County Almanac, edited by J. Baird
Callicott. Madison: University of Wisconsin
Press, 1987.
Sumner Richman, Alice ). Hulst Professor
of Life Sciences
-, Harris, HJ., Sager, P.E., Harris, V.A., and
Yarbrough, C.J. "Coupling Ecosystem Science
and Management: A Great Lakes Perspective
from Green Bay, Lake Michigan, U.S.A."
Environmental Management ll, no. 5
(1987)o619-62S.

"Men, Mysteries, and a Manuscript: A
Scholarly Whodunit." Lawrence Today 68,
no. 1:12-18.

Daniel]. Taylor
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"Un inquisitore al lavoro: Fra Marino da
\tnezia e l'Inquisizione veneziana." In
I francescani In Europa tra Rljorma e Controrljorma: Attl del XIII Convegno lntema·
zlonale della Socteta dl stud/ francescanl
(Assist, 17-18-19 ottobre 1985). Assisi: Universitl di Perugia, Centro di Studi Francescani,
1987:165-196.
''Consigilo spirituale e controllo sociale:
Manual! per Ia confessione st2mpati in
volgare: prima della Controriforma." In Clttil
ita/lane del '500 tra Riforma e Controrlforma: Attl del Convegno internazaionale
dl stud/ (Lucca, 13-15 ottobre 1988). Lucca:
Maria P2cini Fazzi, 1988:45-59.
john M. Stanley, Edward F. Mielke Professor
of Ethics in Medicine. Science, and Society
''The Capitulation of Mani: A Conversation
Myth in the Cult of Khandoba.'' In Criminal
Gods and Demon Devotees, edited by Alf
Hiltebeitel. State University of New York
Press, 1989.
"Gods, Ghosts, and Possession." In The
Experience of Hinduism: Essays on Religion
In Mabarashtra, edited by M. Bernsten and
E. Zelliott, Sute University of New York
Press, 1988.
"Hospit:ll Ethics Committees: Historical
Origins, Present Challenges, and Future
Roles." Bloethics Bulletin, 2, no. I, spring
1988.
Ronald 'la.nk, professor of geology
"Olduvai Gorge Museum, 'Ianzania." journal
of Geological Education, 35:235-236.
Daniel j. fiylor, professor of classics
"The Roman Grammarians Today.'' The
Michigan Latin Forum I, no. 3 (1988):4-5.

COMPOSITIONS AND ARRANGEMENTS

REVIEWS
Catherine Kautsky, assist2nt professor of
music
Peter Serkin concert, Lawrence University
Artist Series concerts. Tbe Post-Crescent,
Appleton.
John Koopman, professor of music

john Koopman

Anne]. Schutte

Jbsca, Don Giovanni and Les Contes
d' Hoffmann, Florentine Opera productions.
Opera, London, August 1987, pp. 897-898;
Opernwelt, Zurich, December 1987,
pp. 58-59.
Don Giovanni, Florentine Opera production.
Opera News, New York, September 1987,
p. 58.
Cost fan TUite, Skylight Comic Oper2 production. Opera News, New York, September
1987, pp. 58-59.
Les Contes d' Hoffmann, Florentine· Oi>era
production. Opera News, New York, October
1987.
II 'ITovatore, Satyagraha and Faust, Lyric
Oper2 productions. Opera International,
Paris, December 1987, pp. 47-48.
Faust, Lyric Oper2 production. Das Opernglas, Hamburg, january 1988, pp. 5-6.
L' Italtana in Algeri, Le Nozze di Figaro,
Lulu, Cosi Jan TUite, Lyric Oper2 productions. Opera International, Paris, February
1988, pp. 44-45.
Tosca, La Forza del Desttno, Lyric Opet2
productions. Opera International, Paris,
March 1988, p. 53.
Lawrence D. Longley, associate professor of
government
Proportional Misrepresentation by Peter
Hain. British Politics Group NewsleNer, no.
50 (Fall 1987):22-23.
Anne J. Schutte. professor of history
Le ctnquecentine della Biblioteca Cantonale
di Lugano by Giordano Castellani. Bibliotheque d ' humanisme et renaissance 49
(1987),690-69!.
Lelio Sozzini, Opere: Edizione critica, edited
by Antonio Rotond6. Sixteenth Century j ournal 19 (1988):123.
Daniel J. taylor, professor of classics
Ancient Philosophy and Grammar by
David L. Blank. Ancient Philosophy 6
(1986),245-251.

Robert Below

Robert Below, professor of music
Anthems for choir/organ: VIgil, performed
at St. John the Baptist Episcopal Church,
Sattlc, and at All Saints' Church, Appleton;
Uddesdale, performed at All Saints' Church,
Appleton; Spires, performed at First English
Lutheran Church, Appleton; Sing to tbe Lord
a joyful Song. performed at Church of the
P:llms, Sun City, Arizor12.
Summer Music (flute, oboe, piano), performed on " Sunday Afternoon Live From the
Elvehjem,'' Wisconsin Public Radio, Madison,
and :at Lawrence.

Homage to Villa Lobos (eight cellos), performed on "Sunday Afternoon Live From the

Robert Levy

Elvehjem," Wisconsin Public Radio, Madison,
and at U.wrencc:.
Nocturne (male chorus, instruments), performed by Lawrence University Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonla Chorus and directed by
Richard Bjella, assistant professor of music.
Allen Gimbel, assist2nt professor of music
Duo for Viola and Contrabass, commissioned by Minneapolis Artists Ensemble,
pn=miere at Walker Art Center, October 1987.
Cbaconne for Cello and Piano, written for
jmet Anthony, assist2nt professor of music,
premiere at Lawrence, &II 1988
Suite for Piano, commissioned by jon
Klibonoff, premiere at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art (NYC) and at the Los Angeles
County Art Museum.
Robert Levy, associate professor o f music
"Robert Levy Music for Br.LSs Series."
Cambridge, Mass.: Nichols Music, Inc.
Duo for "Trumpet and 1h>mbone, for Kurt
Dietrich doctoral recital, UW-Madison,
October 1988; with jeffrey Williams, Red
Lodge Music Festival, Mont., june 1988.
Duo for "Trumpet and Marimba, with
William Richardson, UW-Madison Summer
Music Clinic.
Fred Sturm, associate professor of music
Harvest Time and Sky Islands for Dianne
Reeves and LU jazz Ensemble.
Criollo, Lickety Split, and The Goodbye Look
for the LU jazz Ensemble.
A Salute to Wisconsin jazz Giants and On
Wisconsin for the 1987 Wisconsin Honors
jazz Ensemble.
Television/radio commercial for the First
American National Bank of Wausau, winner
of the 1987 A.d.dy Award for "Best Radio
Campaign" by Northeast Wisconsin Advertising Association.
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Allison Edberg, instructor in music (violin)

Original score for show and film for Presto
Products Industrial Show.

Numerous commercial radio/television

musical compositions and productions.
PERFORMANCES

Janet Anthony, assistant professor of music
(cello)
Coordinator/participant: American Music
Week recital; Early Music Ensemble (Lully
Tercentenary); ''A Celebration of Music by
Women Composers"; Contemporary Music
at Lawrence (Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunaire);
"Christmas Horn Fest"; James Plondke
faculty recital; SoU[hern Eight Festival
Orchestra, Platteville. Wis. Solo/ensemble

janet Anthony

Allison Edberg

performances: Experience Beetl:loven Weekend concert; four Lawrence University con-

vocations; lawrence Ahead showcase;
Lawrence Chamber Players, on campus,
Green Bay, Wisconsin Conserv:uory,
Milwaukee; Lawrence Cello Ensemble;

Steven )ordhelm, associate professor of
music (saxophone)
Solo performances: Wisconsin chapter of the
American Band Association :annual convention; Howards Grove, Wis.; Kindred, N.Dak.
M:astercl:asses: Marinette, Wis.; Howards
Grove, Wis. Adjudication: North American
Saxophone Alliance Classical Saxophone Performance competition.
Catherine Kautsky, :assistant professor of
music (piano)

Clarinet and Friends VIII; Paine Gallery
Chamber Ensemble, Oshkosh; Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia recital; Fiest Congregational Church,
Appleton; Lawrence Symphony; Scherzi and
Such recital. M:astercl:ass with Ofra Harnoy.
Clinics/m:astercl:asses/presentations: Experience Beethoven Weekend; talks to SAl :and
Sinfonia; Scherzi and Such weekend. Conductor: j.S. Bach's Christmas Oratoria

Kenneth Bozeman, :associate professor of
music (voice)
Solo/ensemble performances: Experience
Beethoven Weekend concert; Lawrence
Ahead showcase; Fiest Congregational
Church :and Trinity Lutheran Church, Appleton; Oberlin College Conservatory of Music;
Early Music Ensemble; Lawrence Chamber
Players; Orpheus Vocal Consort, Green Lake
Music Festival. Oratorio soloist: Cbrlstmas
Oratorio (J.S. Bach), Lawrence; Messiah
(Handel), Ripon and W<tus:au, Wis.; Tbe
Creation (Haydn), Wisconsin Chamber
Orchestra and Wisconsin Public Radio,
Madison; Requiem {MOZ211) :and Mass in G
(Schubert), Appleton; St. john Passion
(J.S. Bach), Southern Lakes Masterpiece
Chorale, Elkhorn, Wis.

George Damp, :associate professor of music
(organ)
Solo performances: A Program of English
Organ Music, Lawrence; :alumni organ recital,
Cornell University concert series; 1987-88
university convocations. Presentations:
"Bach's Musical Offering" for Freshman
Studies, Lawrence; lecture on Georg Muff:at,
UW-Madison history/theory colloquiem.
George Damp
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Solo/ensemble performances: Lawrence
University Orchestra Slnjonla Concertante
(Mozart), Double Concerto (Brahms), Double
Concerto (Bach) with Daniel Heifetz; Experience Beethoven Weekend recital; New Student Week recital; Lawrence Abead showcase; American Music Week; Lawrence
Chamber Players; two university convocations; Early Music Ensemble; Scherzi :and
Such recital; Dane Richeson and james
Plondke faculty recitals; Contemporary Music
at Lawrence; Fox V:a.lley Symphony (concertmaster); W<tus:au Chamber Orchestra;
W<tukesh:a Symphony; Paine Gallery Chamber
Ensemble, Oshkosh; Florida State University
Orchestra; First Congregational Church and
Fox V:alley Unitarian Universalist Fellowship,
Appleton. M:astercl:asses/coachinglpresentations: Experience Beethoven Weekend; Fox
Valley Symphony Youth Symphony; Scherzi
and Such w eekend.

Catherine Kautsky

Sololensemble performances: Experience
Beethoven Weekend recital; New Student
Week recital; two university convocations;
faculty recital; Lawrence Chamber Players;
'"A Celebration of Music by Women Composers"; Paine G:allery Chamber Ensemble,
Oshkosh; Sonata for 1Wo Pianos and Percussion (Bartok), Lawrence and Vogel Hall,
Performing Arts Center, Milwaukee; Contemporary Music :at Lawrence (Pierrot Luna/re);
lecture recita.l, Montclaire State College; solo
recital, California University of Pennsylvania;
pre-concert lecture, Fox Yalley Symphony.
Nicholas Keelan, assistant professor of
music (low brass)
Solo/ensemble perfOriiWlCCS: Appleton City
Band; Appleton Peace Concert; Fox Yalley
Trombone Quartet, Green Bay, Ripon, and
Green La.ke; Serenade No. 6 (Persichetti) and
'IHo for Brass (Verne Reynolds), ··sunday
Afternoon Live From the Elvehjem," Wisconsin Public Radio, Madison, and Lawrence;
Lawrence Low Brass Day; L' Hlstoire du
Soldat (Stravinsky), Lawrence; bculty recital;
jazz ensemble, Kimberly High School;
Lawrence jazz Lab Band; Lawrence b:acc:al:aureotte; Requiem (MoZ2rt), First Congregational Church, Appleton; International
Trombone Workshop. Clinics/workshops:

Matthew Michelle

Experience Beethoven Weekend; Wisconsin
Music Educators Convention (computers/
electronic equipment session); Lawrence
Preparatory Program Junior High Honors
Band
John Koopman, professor of music (voice)
Performances: Experience Beethoven
Weekend recita1; narrator, L' Histotre du
Soldat (Stravinsky), Lawrence. Masterclasses:
Experience Beethoven Weekend; Viking
Choral Festival
Robert Levy, associate professor of music
(trumpet)
Guest conductor/clinician: Monumenta1 Brass
Quintet, Washington, D.C.; Central Lakeshore
Conference Honors Band, Sheboygan; Poly
Prep High School, Brooklyn, N.Y.; Long
Beach Senior High School, N.Y.; Foxboro,
Mars High School; West High School, Billings, Mont.; Red Lodge Music Festival, Mont. ;
UW-Madison Summer Music Clinic; ·Effipire
Brass Quintet Symposium, Tlmglewood, Mass.
Cynthia Loebl, assistant professor of music
(French horn)
Solo performances: Experience Beethoven
Weekend recital; New Student Week recita1;
Moorhead State University Chamber Concert
Series; Lawrence Symphonic Band; faculty
recital; Wausau Conservatory faculty recita1;
International Horn Society Workshop,
Potsdam, N.Y. Chamber ensemble performances: "Sunday Afternoon Live From the
Elvehjem," Wisconsin Public Radio, Madison;
American Music Week; Wausau Consetvl.tory
faculty recital, Wausau, Wis. Large ensemble
performances: The Christmas Oratorio
(Bach), Lawrence; Lawrence Concert Choir
Vier Gesange (Brahms) for women's voices,
horn, and harp; An Evening with Dave
Brubeck, Lawrence
Matthew Michelle, assistant professor of
music (viola)
Performances at Lawrence: Experience
Beethoven Weekend recital; New Student
Week recital; Lawrence Ahead showcase;
American Music Week; university convocation; Freshman Studies presentation on
Bach's Musical Offering; Lawrence Chamber
Players; Early Music Ensemble; Scherzi and
Such recital; Contemporary Music (Schoenberg's Pierrot lunaire). Off-campus performances: "Sunday Afternoon Live From the
Elvehjem," Wisconsin Public Radio, Madison;
Lawrence Chamber Players, Green Bay,
Wisconsin Conservatory of Music, Milwaukee, and seven Wisconsin and Minnesota
high schools; Paine Gallery Chamber Ensemble, Oshkosh; Fox Valley Symphony (principal violist); Fox Valley Youth Symphony
(viola coach); Colorado College Summer
Conservatory and Music Festival (faculty
violist)

Kathleen Murray

Theodore Rehl

Kathleen Murray, assistant professor of
music (piano)
Accompanist: Nicholas Keelan, James
Plondke, and Cynthia Loebl b.culty recita1s;
student reclta1s; Wisconsin Collegiate Honors
Choir, Wisconsin Choral Directors Association convention; Low Brass Day performance; James Plondke performances, West
Allis and Kenosha; Cynthia Loebl horn class
at UW-Madison; Clarinet and Friends VIII
concen. Adjudication: Wisconsin Music
'kachers Association Badger auditions;
Baroque Festival, Green Bay; Lawrence Piano
Festival. Presentations: Fox Valley Keyboard
Teachers
james Plond.k.e, associate professor of music
(orchestra, contrabass)
Experience Beethoven Weekend concert;
Scherzi and Such concert; L' Histolre du
Soldat (Stravinsky). Guest conductor: Northeast Iow.;a Association of String Teachers of
America Festival; District 214 Honors
Orchestra Festival, Chicago; Racine and
Kenosha Schools Orchestra Festival. Performances: faculty rt:cita1; Scherzi and Such
recita1. Clinician: Greater 'Pwin Cities Youth
Symphony Orchestra; seven Iow.;a, Wisconsin,
and Minnesota high schools; Wausau West
High School orchestra, Lawrence
Theodore Rehl, professor of music (piano)
Solo/ensemble performances: "Sunday Afternoon live From the Elvehjem," Wisconsin
Public Radio, Madison; Lawrence Chamber
Players; faculty recita1; Sonata for 1Wo
Pianos and Percussion (Bartok), Lawrence
and Vogel Hall, Performing Arts Center,
Milw.;aukee; Plano Quintet (Schubert), James
Plondke faculty recita1; Concerto No. 4
(Beethoven), Lawrence Symphony Orchestra.
Accompanist: Experience Beethoven Weekend concert; Lawrence Ahead showcase
Dan Sparks, associate professor of music
(clarinet)
Solo/ensemble performances: Experience
Beethoven Weekend recital; Immanuel United
Church of Christ, Kaukauna; Clarinet and
Friends VIII; l' Histoire du Soldat (Stravinsky), Lawrence; "A Celebration of Music by
Women Composers''; Requiem (Mozart), First
Congregational Church, Appleton; Contemporary Music, Lawrence; Fox Valley Sym·
phony (principal clarinetist); Fox Valley Symphony Orchestra, recording of Fractals
Qames Hobbs)
Fred Sturm, associate professor of music
(jazz studio)
Lecture/presentation: "The Use of Aural
Imitation Techniques in the Teaching of Jazz
Improvisation," Wisconsin Music Educators
Convention, Madison
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Highlights

1987-88

July 1987
• A 52 percent increase in giving over 1986-87 results in Lawrence's

most successful year of fund raising in its 139-year history. Private
donors contribute more than S7 million during the period from
July I, 1986, to June 30, 1987.
•Worcester Art Center is razed, making way for the new, 33,000
square-foot art center to be situated in the same location between the
Seeley G. Mudd Library and the Memorial Union. The outdated center,

built in 1949 and named after Charles H. and Mary Worcester, did not
provide adequate studio or gallery spaces or temperature control.

August 1987
• Business World, one of Lawrence's summer seminars, draws nearly
350 high school students to campus to learn how businesses operate.
Other summer sessions include the Fox Valley Basketball Camp, laser

and modern optics conference, advanced placement conference, and
Experience Beethoven Weekend.

September 1987
• As colleges across the country brace themselves for a drop in freshman
enrollment for the fall term, Lawrence experiences the opposite,
recruiting 355 freshmen. This class again boasts the strongest academic
profile of any college or university in Wisconsin. "This year's class is
the strongest since the Cady 1970s," according to Steven T. Syverson,
dean of admissions and financial aid.

October 1987
• Lawrence Ahead, the most ambitious fund-raising campaign in the

history of Wisconsin private higher education, successfully concludes
on October 24, exceeding its original five-year, $35 million campaign
goal by more than S7 million. Gifts and pledges total $42,087,904.
• Christopher Hogwood and the Academy of Ancient Music open the
sold-out 1987-88 Artist Series. Also slated to appear are flutist JeanPierre Rampal , pianist Peter Serkin, and the Joffrey II Dancers in two
performances.
• More than 500 parents attend Lawrence's annual Parents Weekend,
an event that includes a question-and-answer session with President
Richard Warch, opportunities to visit faculty, a performance by a jazzpop vocalist, and various sporting events.
• Nobel Peace Prize laureate Elie Wiesel addresses ''Reconcilation:
Is It Possible? Is It Desirable?" at a university convocation. Wiesel,
survivor of four Nazi concentration camps and author of 30 books,
draws an audience that packs the Lawrence Chapel.
•The football Vikings suffer a 14-13 loss to The University of Chicago
at Homecoming '87, preventing them from winning consecutive
Midwest Conference championships.
ElieWtesel
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November 1987
• Henry Reuss, former member of the U.S. House of Representatives,
delivers a convocation, "Our Constitutional Government: Can It
Resolve Deadlocks?"
• Jazz Celebration Weekend starts swinging with jazz trumpet legends
Dizzy Gillespie and Clark Terry, accompanied by the Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble (LUJE), directed by Fred Sturm, '73, associate professor of music. Noted jazz vocalist Dianne Reeves and pianist and
arranger Phil Manson round out the big-name performers for the
seventh annual event that also features workshops for approximately
750 university, high school, and junior high school musicians. The
Lawrence University Jazz Singers, directed by Assistant Professor of
Music Richard Bjella, also perform.
• Ten Vikings are named to the all-Midwest Conference football team,
including senior defensive back Marty johnson, who was selected for
the third year in a row. Lawrence's 10 selections match the most of
any team in the conference.

December 1987
• The 130-voice Lawrence University Concert Choir and Choral Society,
directed by Assistant Professor of Music Richard Bjella, usher in the
holiday season with a gala concert featuring organ, brass, percussion,
and harp accompaniment on several pieces, as well as audience singalongs on four traditional Christmas carols. The Concert Choir and
Bjella also are featured on Christmas at Lawrence, a recording of
tradit'io nal Christmas music.
• Four major gifts to the Lawrence Ahead capital campaign are
announced. The Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation of Milwaukee
has donated U.S million for the construction of the university's new
visual arts center. 1\vo awards of SlOO,OOO from the Todd Wehr Foundation of Milwaukee and the Arthur Vining Davis Foundation of
jacksonville, Florida, also are designated for the construction of the
new art center. The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation of New York has
given $275,000 to the university to aid expansion of Lawrence's
foreign language program.
• Art major Ted Sutherland, '88, erects a sculpture near Main Hall that
recalls Stonehenge. "It juts up dramatically among surrounding trees,
both confronting and blending with its environment. It seems almost
archaic with its rust and brown surfaces and Stonehenge-like arches,
but its lines strike the viewer as utterly modern," reads the press
release announcing its construction. The sculpture, which covers
about 10,000 feet of the campus green, consists of three ten-foot
arches, six 11-foot pillars, and six flat, rectangular slabs. It remains
there for a few months.
• Junior defensive end Bill Cooper is named to the second team of the
GTE academic All-America football team.

january 1988

lAwrence International Club

• Lawrence's alternative antidote for the mid-winter woes, the 23rd
Annual Midwest Trivia Contest, draws 156 teams to participate in a
zany pursuit of minutiae. The contestants frenetically search their
memories and through stacks of reference materials in an attempt to
answer some 400 inconsequential questions during the 50-hour
cerebral struggle.
• Using few props and costumes, the Second City National 1buring
Company of the Second City Comedy Theatre in Chicago brings its
act to Lawrence, lampooning the political, social, and cultural aspects
of modem life.
• Kirmisi torp salatast, poulet au thyme, and turta-the dishes from
Thrkey, France, and Greece-are among the international delicacies the
Lawrence International Club serves at its annual dinner.
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February 1988

DenniS Malti, M.D.

• In observance of Black History Month, members of the Black
Organization of Students hold a candlelight vigil and march and host
political activist Arvis Averreue, who discusses "Black Political Power
and Its Implications into the '90s."
• Celebrated poet and essayist Nikki Giovanni presents a convocation,
"Poetry and the Black Experience in America." Giovanni is best·
known for books of poems about self·discovery and black
consciousness.
• With worldwide concern growing about Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) and transmission of the Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV), Lawrence releases a statement to students, faculty, and
staff that articulates its official response to the AIDS epidemic. The
statement is accompanied by a letter from President Warch and a
pamphlet developed by the American College Health Association.
• AIDS also is addressed at a convocation. Dennis Maki, M.D., head of
the infectious disease section of the University of Wisconsin Medical
School and hospital epidemiologist at the University of Wisconsin
Hospitals and Clinics, lectures about "The World AIDS Epidemic:
Relevance to Every Citizen."
• While college officials across the country bemoan creeping material·
ism and declining civic involvement among the nation's youth,
Lawrence students counter the trend and reestablish Lantern, an
organization that encourages community service among Lawrence
students.
• The men's swimming team extends its three·year dual meet win streak
to 17 in a row before bowing to UW·Oshkosh. The Viking winning
streak is mentioned in USA Today.
•The men's basketball team finishes with a 12·10 overall record,
posting a winning season for the first time in six years and only the
second time since 1954.

March 1988
• "Art and Technology: Light Art and Sky Art" is the topic of a convo·
cation address by Otto Piene, director of the Center for Advanced
Visual Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Piene, an
innovative contemporary artist, discusses the use of technology in
creating art.
• The National Endowment for the Humanities selects Lawrence sopho·
more Jeffrey Peters as a Younger Scholar for 1988. One of 121 college
students and 4 5 high school students selected for independent sum·
mer research projects, he will work on "The Quarrel of Le Cid and
Its Place in 17th·Century French Culture.' '
• In observance of Women's Month, a three·woman ensemble called
SHE presents a multimedia production spanning eight centuries of
women's music, visual art, and literature.
• Colin Murdoch, dean of the Lawrence University Conservatory of
Music, accepts the position of dean of the San Francisco Conservatory
of Music. Nancy Marsh Stowe, '61, assistant to the dean of the conser·
vatory, is appointed acting dean while the university conducts a
nationwide search for a new dean.
• The Thomas J. Watson Foundation of Rhode Island awards Lawrence
seniors Eva Nell and David Worley S13,000 grants for a year of
focused study and experience abroad. Nell, a music major from the
Federal Republic of Germany, will trace the " Migration of Buddhism
along the Silk Route" while traveling through India, Pakistan, China,
and Japan. Worley, an interdisciplinary biology major from Green Bay,
will conduct "A Cross·Cultural Study of Distance Runners" in Norway,
Finland, and Kenya. The two Lawrence students are among only
75 seniors from across the country who receive Watson Fellowships.
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April 1988
• A four-part symposium on strategic defense, "From Mutual Assured
Destruction to Mutual Assured Survival: Can We Get There From
Here?", takes place at Lawrence. As part of the symposium, Thomas
Halsted, Scoville lecturer of the Arms Control Association, presents a
convocation, "Kicking the Nuclear Habit." The symposium also
includes a lecture on "Symbolic Defense: The SOl and American
Culture'' by a professor of religious studies and two panel discussions
about "Mutual Assured Destruction: Where Are We Now?" and
"Mutual Assured Survival: Can We Get There From Here?" with
Halsted, a member of the Institute of Energy Analysis, and a member
of the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy.
• leonard 1. Thompson, professor of religious studies at Lawrence since
1965, is appointed dean of the faculty. Thompson replaces J. Michael
Hittle, who has served in that capacity for eight years. Hittle will take
a sabbatical leave before returning to his former position as a professor of history.
• David C. Mulford, '59, U.S. assistant secretary of the treasury for
international affairs, discusses the devaluation of the dollar and trade
barriers and deficits in a lecture, "The U.S. in Decline: Can America
Compete?''
• The Kresge Foundation of Troy, Michigan, awards Lawrence a
SSOO,OOO challenge grant for the visual arts center currently under
construction. In order to meet the requirements of the challenge,
lawrence must raise an additional $2 million for this project by
September 1, 1988.

May 1988

Student.s remember
world hunger.

Daniel Heifetz

• Sights, sounds, and smells from 100 arts and crafts displays, 40 food
booths, and seven entertainment areas permeate the campus during
lawrence's 14th annual spring festival of the arts, Celebrate! '88.
• "The Environment: Ethical Choices and Conflicts," a one-day symposium sponsored by the Lt. William Kellogg Harkins Fund, brings to
campus authorities in the biological and ecological, legal, and
economic aspects of environmental issues. The symposium features
a convocation address, "Ethics Without Numbers Is Immoral," by
Garrett Hardin, professor emeritus of human ecology at the University
of California, Santa Barbara.
• The women's softball team wins its second straight Wisconsin Independent Colleges-Women's Athletic Conference (WIC-WAC) tournament
title, setting a school record 16-7 season.
• Technical Systems, a St. louis-based research company, releases a
study concluding that Lawrence's annual statewide economic impact
exceeds S114.9 million. lawence generates more than 1,830 jobs
through direct emplo)!ment and through indirect effects of universityrelated business activities.
• A five-day working conference in biomedical ethics, "Guidelines for
Non-Treatment Decisions," is held at Lawrence, drawing physicians
and medical ethicists from around the world. The international conference provides a forum for frank and candid discussion about some
of the most critical and complex ethical issues of our time. Included
in the conference are public lectures concerning the relationship
between contraception and abortion and about euthanasia.
• The lawrence University Community Council and the lawrence Committee on Social Concerns present a four-part forum on "Poverty in
America.''
• Violinist Daniel Heifetz performs in concert with the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra and conducts master classes. His residency is made
possible by the Marguerite Schumann Memorial Lectureship, named in
honor of Schumann, '44, lawrence's former director of publications
and publicity.
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June 1988
• Soviet physicians Yuri Belenkov and Galena Andreeva join lawrence
professors Richard Yatzeck and Robert Rosenberg in a panel discussion, "Soviet Physicians' Views of the Nuclear Arms Race and U.S.Soviet Relations." The event is jointly sponsored by lawrence and the
Fox Valley Chapter of Physicians for Social Responsibility.
•Lawrence confers 184 bachelor of arts degrees and 20 bachelor of
music degrees on its graduating seniors and honorary degrees on four
other persons at its 139th commencement on June 12. Poet X.).
Kennedy and astronomer Thomas D. Nicholson receive honorary
degrees and deliver commencement addresses. On the occasion of
their retirements, Elizabeth Forter, professor of English, and Bruce
Cronmiller, professor of French, also receive honorary degrees. Peter
Fritzell, professor of English, and Nicholas Keelan, assistant professor
of music, are honored as outstanding teachers.
• The largest crowd to attend alumni reunion activities in the university's history flocks to campus, and in keeping with the theme for
Reunion '88, the 1,300 in attendance "make it great." Special
reuq.ions for World War II era alumni and conservatory alumni contribute to the large turnout. Activities include a Fox River boat cruise;
tours of the art center under construction and the physics department's laser Palace; a concert of Broadway and Hollywood show
tunes performed by Dayton Gra.fman, '44; historical and art exhibits;
a fun run; and a convocation that includes an address by President
Warch and a performance of the Reunion Weekend alumni choir.
Honored for outstanding alumni service are Janet Aronberg Hersh,
'78, joan Stebbins Des Isles, M-D '38, and jane Paulson Gregerson,
'69, and for distinguished achievement are Mary P. Edmonds, M-D '43,
Henry). DuPont , '49, John F. Horn, '63, and Dale Duesing, '67.
• Senior cross country standout David Worley becomes the second
lawrence athlete of the year to be selected as an academic allAmerican. Worley was a third-team selection.
•The W.M. Keck Foundation of los Angeles awards lawrence a
S200,000 grant, which , along with a S49,433 grant from the National
Science Foundation, will be used for the development of the physics
curriculum and the construction of a computation and graphics
laboratory. This is the second time in a four-year period that the Keck
Foundation has awarded lawrence a substantial grant.
•Lawrence University faculty offer a summer institute program for high
school teachers of advanced placement students and Summerscience,
an enrichment program for motivated high school juniors and seniors
to investigate topics in science and mathematics.
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